Cannabinoid hyperemesis syndrome: A case study and discussion.
Cannabinoid hyperemesis syndrome (CHS) was first described in the literature in 2004. The pathophysiology of CHS remains largely unknown. The syndrome is becoming more prevalent in inpatient settings and emergency departments as the legal usage of cannabis proliferates, although it is often not recognized when encountered. While symptoms of CHS are becoming better defined, early recognition and comprehensive treatment plans with reproducible outcomes remain elusive. Symptoms can be further complicated by the presence of chronic conditions or comorbidities. The purpose of this article is to consolidate findings from the literature, identify commonalities in clinical characteristics and pathogenesis, and highlight diagnostic and treatment approaches. Data collection methods include a review of the literature on CHS published in the past 10 years. Case study data were gathered from a patient interview and chart review. Through better recognition of CHS, nurse practitioners and other providers can promptly and accurately diagnosis the condition and improve treatment plans for these patients.